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ABSTRACT 

Microalgae have now been widely considered as a promising bio-energy feedstock. The 

current microalgae harvesting methods used, such as centrifugation, sedimentation and 

flocculation, have been shown to be effective but are costly, representing between 35 % 

to 50 % of the total production cost. The aims of this study were: (1) to investigate the 

effectiveness of two electrocoagulation processes, electroflocculation and 

electroflotation, as algae pre-harvesting processes; and (2) to design, test and optimize a 

cost-effective and efficient filtration-based harvesting mechanism for micrioalgae. The 

principal results of the study showed that: (1) The mean final concentration for 

electroflocculation of 17.94 gL
-1

 significantly exceeded (p = 0.0416)  that for 

electroflotation of 9.51 gL
-1

, indicating electroflocculation to be the more effective 

process; (2) Microscope images of the algae showed that, for the level of power applied 

(1 A, 40 V max), electrocoagulation did not appear to have produced any effect on the 

algae that was significantly different from that by centrifugation and that neither method 

appeared to have caused any significant cell wall damage or rupture; (3) The most 

effective configuration for the harvester prototype -- resulting in higher throughput rate 

(0.303 gh
-1

), higher efficiency (233.33 gL
-1

), as well as a lower energy consumption 

(143.46 kWhm
-3

) – corresponded with higher concentration of the incoming biomass 

(21.5 gL
-1

), lower belt velocity (0.05 ms
-1

), higher inclination angle (25°) and lower 

pressure (0 Psi); and (4) The total energy consumption for the harvester prototype, when 

combined with a preceding pre-harvesting process, of 4.95 kWhm
-3 

was comparable to 

those reported by others for filtration-based harvesting. The new efficient harvesting 
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mechanism proposed showed significant potential in successfully reducing algae 

production cost and make biofuels from microalgae economically feasible in the mid to 

long term in view of the prototype having achieved high output biomass concentration, 

low energy consumption per unit volume, high throughput rate, and facility of 

implementation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The microalgae harvesting methods currently used, such as centrifugation, sedimentation 

and flocculation (Shelef et al., 1984), have been shown to be effective but are costly, 

representing between 35% to 50% of the total production cost (Molina et al., 2002). 

Indeed, there is an urgent need to develop a cost-effective and efficient harvester to help 

reduce biofuel production cost and help make this cost competitive with conventional 

fuel. 

Xu et al. (2010) reported that the total cost for electroflocculation algae separation 

process might reach as low as 0.11 US$m
-3

, which was significantly less expensive than 

centrifugation (0.80 US$ m
-3

), sedimentation with flocculants (0.21–0.34 US$ m
-3

), and 

flotation with flocculants (0.71–0.84 US$ m
-3

). Meanwhile, the filtration-based method 

represents one of the most inexpensive harvesting mechanisms in terms of initial 

investment and energy consumption, which is at about 0.2  to 5.9 Kwh m
-3

 when no 

vacuum pump is used (Molina et al., 2002). 

The development of multi-stage harvesting processes with pre-concentrations phases had 

been suggested to enhance harvesting efficiency. For instance, Richmond (2004) 

suggested developing a primary cell concentration step through natural gravity 

sedimentation, followed by a pre-concentration stage through flocculation, and finishing 

the process with a centrifugation phase to ensure a high concentration factor of the 

biomass ready for drying and dehydration processes. 
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The foregoing suggested that combining the electrocoagulation process (an inexpensive 

process) with an appropriate filtration process (characterized by simplicity and low 

energy consumption) could work as an effective harvesting mechanism for microalgae 

and might help reduce the algae biofuel production cost. 

However, it had been observed that the filtration technique might not work well at low 

algae concentration due to high dispersion of the cells in the liquid medium, resulting in 

high adhesion forces between the algae cells and the water molecules, and forcing the 

algae cells to be compressed and pass through the filter or membrane. In contrast, at 

higher algae concentrations, the cells have lower dispersion and the adhesion forces 

between the cells and the water molecules are lower, improving the filtration process. 

Figure 1 shows an unsuccessful filtration process using a 1-micron pore-size filter cloth 

at around 1 gL
-1

 of algae concentration, and a successful filtration process at around 10 

gL
-1

 of algae concentration. The foregoing suggests that a combination of a pre-

harvesting or concentrating process, such as an electrocoagulation process, with a 

filtration mechanism as a final harvesting process, could work as an effective harvesting 

strategy. 
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Figure 1 (A): Algae at low concentration passed 

through a 1 micron pore size filter cloth. 
Figure 1 (B): Algae at high concentration retained 

by a 1 micron pore size filter cloth. 

For the pre-harvesting process, the goal is to seek the most effective way to enhance the 

microalgae concentration above 10 gL
-1

 using electroflocculation or electrofloatation 

techniques. Due the anionic condition (negatively-charged surface) in some algae species 

and the low specific gravity of the cells, it has been observed that natural sedimentation 

of the cells is extremely low since electronegative charge creates a stable suspension 

making the harvesting process difficult (Azarian et al., 2007). By adding a cationic 

(positively-charged) compound to the suspension, it is possible to destabilize the algae 

cells’ charge, making those cells clump together and flocculate to the bottom of the 

liquid. This represents the rationale for the flocculation processes, whose result is the 

separation of the algae biomass from the bulk liquid through sedimentation. The 

electroflocculation process corresponds to the addition of dissolved cationic metal ions to 

the liquid suspension for an electrolysis process using electrochemically active polyvalent 

electrodes, usually made of aluminum or copper (Alfafara et al, 2002). 
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Alternatively, harvesting algal biomass could also be achieved through the use of a 

flotation technology, whose result is the separation of the algae biomass from the bulk 

liquid through flotation of the algae biomass (Wiley, 2009). By replacing the 

electrochemically-active electrode at the anode with an inactive electrochemical metal, 

such as carbon or stainless steel, the electroflotation process is made possible by the 

generation of hydrogen micro-bubbles at the cathode. These micro-bubbles entrap the 

algae cells and bring those to the surface of the liquid (Alfafara et al, 2002).  

For the filtration process, when an adequate pore size or porosity of the filtration material 

is chosen, high throughput rate may be achieved (Becker, 2008). Thus, in developing a 

cost-effective and efficient harvesting mechanism, a filtration-based method represents a 

reasonable and competent choice. Becker (2008) found that when using belt filtration as a 

harvesting method to obtain a complete recovery of the biomass, a throughput rate of up 

to 17 m
3
h

-1 
was achieved when a belt of 12 μm pore size at 22 m min

-1
 of belt speed was 

used. In the same study, it was determined that the higher the belt speed, the higher the 

throughput rate; however, the algal slurry solid concentration decreased when the belt 

speed increased. It was suggested that in order to harvest small-size cells, the belt pore 

size might be reduced to 5 μm; however, the throughput rate fell substantially to 2-3 m
3
h

-

1
. 
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PRESENT STUDY 

Overall Summary 

The three topics addressed in this dissertation were: Literature review of harvesting 

mechanisms for microalgae (Appendix A); a comparison between electroflocculation and 

electroflotation processes to determine the most efficient pre-harvesting mechanism for 

microalgae (Appendix B); and the design, testing and optimization of a cost-effective 

filtration-based harvesting prototype for microalgae (Appendix C). 

In Appendix A, various harvesting mechanisms for microalgae developed by several 

authors were reviewed and analyzed. The review allowed the identification of the main 

criteria for an optimal and efficient harvester mechanism for microalgae, which were: 

high concentration of the output biomass gL
-1

, low energy consumed per unit volume 

Kwh m
-3

, high production or throughput rate dm
3
 h

-1
, facility of implementation and low 

operational costs $. 

In Appendix B the results of an investigation on the effectiveness of two 

electrocoagulation processes – electroflocculation and electroflotation -- as algae pre-

harvesting processes are shown. The mean final concentration for electroflocculation of 

17.94 gL
-1

 significantly exceeded (p = 0.0416) that for electroflotation of 9.51 gL
-1

, 

indicating electroflocculation to be the more effective process. Also, microscope images 

of the algae showed that, for the level of power applied (1 A, 40 V max), 

electrocoagulation did not appear to have produced any effect on the algae that was 
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significantly different from that by centrifugation and that neither method appeared to 

have caused any significant cell wall damage or rupture.  

In the harvester prototype study, Appendix C, a filtration-based algae harvester was 

designed and built equipped with a 1-micron pore-size belt. The main factors investigated 

included fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

, belt velocity ms
-1 

(p = 0.01), inclination angle 

° and suction pressure Psi, while the response variables measured were production or 

throughput rate m
3
 h

-1
, efficiency gL

-1
 and energy consumption per unit volume Kwh m

-3
. 

The most effective configuration for the harvester prototype -- resulting in higher 

throughput rate (0.303 gh
-1

), higher efficiency (233.33 gL
-1

), as well as a lower energy 

consumption (143.46 Kwhm
-3

) – corresponded with higher concentration of the incoming 

biomass (21.5 gL
-1

), lower belt velocity (0.05 ms
-1

), higher inclination angle (25°) and 

lower pressure (0 Psi). 

The combination of Appendixes A to C encompasses the whole process of developing a 

cost-effective and efficient harvesting mechanism for microalgae. Appendix A identifies 

the criteria to be used for an efficient harvesting mechanism for microalgae. Appendix B 

shows the more effective pre-harvesting process between electroflocculation and 

electrofloatation. Appendix C designed and optimized a filtration-based algae harvester 

to achieve high throughput rate and efficiency and low energy consumption. 
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Overall Conclusions and Recommendations 

The conclusions of this study were as follows: 

1.- The main factors to be considered in an optimal and efficient harvesting 

mechanism for microalgae were high concentration of the output biomass, low 

energy consumption per unit volume, high production or throughput rate, facility 

of implementation and low operational costs; 

2.- The mean final concentration for electroflocculation of 17.94 gL
-1 

significantly 

exceeded (p = 0.0416) that for electroflotation of 9.51 gL
-1

, indicating 

electroflocculation to be the more effective process; and, 

3.- The most effective configuration for the harvester prototype -- resulting in 

higher throughput rate (0.303 gh
-1

), higher efficiency (233.33 gL
-1

), as well as a 

lower energy consumption (143.46 kWhm
-3

) – corresponded with higher 

concentration of the incoming biomass (21.5 gL
-1

), lower belt velocity (0.05 ms
-

1
), higher inclination angle (25°) and lower pressure (0 Psi).  

 

The efficient harvesting mechanism proposed showed significant potential in successfully 

reducing algae production cost and make biofuels from microalgae economically feasible 

in the mid to long term in view of the prototype having achieved high output biomass 

concentration, low energy consumption per unit volume, high throughput rate, facility of 

implementation, and low operational costs. 
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Abstract:  

The use and production of renewable energy is a very relevant topic for many countries 

because it has been established as a priority in the last few years. The recent droughts that 

have severely impacted the hydro-energy-dependent countries, the projected increase in 

the prices of oil, uranium and natural gas due to global shortage, plus the negative impact 

on the environment due the consumption of fossil fuels (Hill, 2006) have made 

authorities focus their attention on these aspects, encouraging research and development 

of new and alternatives energies, specially biofuels from microalgae. 

mailto:pvl@email.arizona.edu
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The microalgae harvesting mechanisms currently used, such as centrifugation, 

sedimentation and flocculation are efficient, but at the same time are expensive, 

representing more than 35% of the total biofuels production cost. The objective of this 

work was to show the different methods that have been used to harvest microalgae and to 

show the features that an optimal, inexpensive and versatile harvesting system should 

have to help reduce biofuels production costs and make algae biofuels competitive with 

conventional fuels. 

1.- Introduction 

Algae have been demonstrated to be an efficient bio-energy source (Chisti, 2007) because 

in contrast to sugarcane, soybeans, canola and oil palm, most algae are not edible, grow 

significantly faster, allow higher yield and production rate per hectare (Sivakumar et al., 

2010), do not require clean water to grow, and have the potential of reducing carbon 

emission (Danquah et al., 2009). These are the reasons why developed countries have 

shown significant interest in algae as an efficient alternate choice for the global energy 

crisis. 

The current microalgae harvesting mechanisms used worldwide, such as centrifugation, 

sedimentation and flocculation (Shelef et al., 1984), have been shown to be efficient, but 

at the same time are expensive, representing between 35% to 50% of the total production 

cost (Molina et al., 2002). Thus, there is an urgent need to develop an inexpensive and 

versatile algae harvester to help reduce algae biofuel production cost and to make algae 

biofuels competitive with conventional fuels (FAO, 2010). This study shows the features 
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that an optimal harvesting and dewatering system mechanism for microalgae should 

have. 

2.- Methods 

The literature in the field was reviewed in order to determine the main characteristics, 

and then compare capabilities of different harvesting methods used for microalgae. 

Approximately 20 studies were reviewed for this purpose. Also, preliminary description 

of a developing pilot project is presented as example of an efficient harvester.  

3.- Results  

The following are the major harvesting methods used for microalgae: 

• Gravity Sedimentation: This is a simple and inexpensive process that requires 

different density liquid-solid media (Shelef et al., 1984). Frequently, this technique 

requires the utilization of flocculation previously for higher reliability. For this reason, 

this technique has low throughput rate. Gravity Sedimentation has not high efficiency due 

to loss in oil sediment. 

• Centrifugal Sedimentation: It is one of the most popular, widely used and reliable 

method, this technique is ideal for large volumes of biomass where high throughput rate 

is achieved, Centrifugation works under the physic principle of Stoke’s law, creating a 

force proportional to the density liquid-solid difference of high value products (Shelef et 

al., 1984). This method is not only used for harvesting algae, but also it is used for bio-

lipid extraction and chemical separation in biodiesel. The power demanding for 
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centrifugation changes from 0,3 to 8 kWhm
-3

 depending on the operation mode (Molina 

et al., 2002). In order to achieve highest efficiencies, higher centrifugation forces must be 

applied; consequently, higher power is demanded. The efficiency of this technique may 

go up to 95% at the centrifugation force of 13000 g, while decreasing centrifugation force 

to 1300 g reduces the efficiency to 40%. Other factors on which the efficiency relies are: 

the biomass settling rate, the biomass residence time, and the biomass settling distance 

(Richmond, 2004). The main disadvantage of this technique is the high energy 

requirement, which may cause cell damage, resulting in loss of biomass during the 

harvesting process. 

• Bioflocculation: Flocculation is achieved changing the pH of the algal broth by 

adding bioflocculants (Molina et al., 2002), such as inorganic agent, polymeric organic 

flocculants, etc. The process is effective in low biomass concentration. The type of 

flocculants and the biomass removal efficiency depend on the type of biomass (Oh et al., 

2001). One of disadvantage of this technique is inducement of flucculant contamination 

during the process.  Bioflocculation has demonstrated to be efficient for Chlorella 

vulgaris. 

• Chemical Flocculation: Similar to Bioflocculation; the negative algae charge 

could be reduced by adding flocculants (Millamena et al., 1990), 90% effectiveness in 

Chaetoceros Tctrasahnis was observed when using Aluminum as flocculant. According to 

Richmond (2004), the flocculation effectiveness is not only a function of biomass 

concentration and hydrodynamics characteristics of the algae culture, but also a function 
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of molecular weight, charge density and dose of the flocculant. Although chemical 

flocculation has become the harvesting method utilized in waste treatment ponds, this 

technique requires high costs, induces flocculant toxicity and is non-feasible scalable up 

(Richmond, 2004). 

• Screening: it works retaining particles leaving the liquid flows. For algae 

harvesting microstralners and vibrating screen filters are used (Shelef et al, 1984). It is an 

inexpensive method and is used mainly for large size algae such as Spirulina platensis.  

• Filtration: This one of the simplest technique, based upon the Momentum 

Equation of fluid mechanics, or also known as the principle of pressure drop. Three 

filtration methods exist: vacuum, pressure and gravity. When no pump is used (Gravity), 

it is an inexpensive, labor-intensive and slow process; nonetheless, the throughput rate 

may be increased by choosing adequate porosity materials for the filter. When using 

pump (vacuum, pressure), filtration is an efficient, labor demanding and an energy 

demanding process: 0,2 – 5,9 kWhm
-3

 (Molina et al., 2002). In general, the filtration 

processes require drying process for best results and fail to recover bacterial dimensions 

algae. 

• Pressure Filtration: Liquid pressure by pumps is used as pressure drop (Molina et 

al., 2002). Pressure filtration is inexpensive, but it is an energy demanding, relatively 

slow and labor-intensive technique; very effective for large size microalgae, such as 

Coelastrum proboscideu, Spirulina platensis, but it fails to recover bacterial dimensions 

(e.g., Scenedesmus, Dunaliella, Chlorella).  
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• Vacuum Filtration: It is similar to the Pressure Filtration method, but the 

difference is this technique uses suction in the media side as pressure drop (Molina et al., 

2002). 

• Ultrasonic Separation: The cells migrate to the pressure node under low 

ultrasound energy (Bosma et al., 2003). This method has achieved efficiency for low 

biomass concentrations, up to 90% for Monodus subterraneus. High energy is required; 

the lower the flow in the going rate, the better the efficiency.  

• Magnetic Separation: Based upon suspension of magnetic particles in the solution 

(Shelef et al, 1984). High algae recovery (90% in some cases), but this mechanism 

requires high energy. 

• Electro Flotation: Fine gas bubbles are formed by electrolysis (Shelef G. et al, 

1984) with this technique. It has very good reliability and should be operated conjunctly 

with chemical flocculation. However, it is very energy demanding and the differential 

potential required to maintain the necessary current density for bubble generation 

depends on the electrical conductivity of the feed suspension.  

• Flotation (dissolved and dispersed air flotation): Is based on the higher solubility 

of air in water as pressure increases. Flotation is a gravity separation process which uses 

the attachment of air or gas bubbles to solid particles, which are produced by agitation 

combined with air injection. The success of flotation depends on the instability of the 

suspended particles (Shelef et al, 1984). 
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• Light-Harvesting Antenna complex: Generation of reactive oxygen species from 

the action of light-harvesting antenna complexes causes increase in photo-oxidative 

stress, reduction of photosynthetic efficiency, and damage the photosynthetic apparatus 

(Sivakumar et al., 2010). This method has been successful with Clamydomonas 

reinhardtii. 

• Algae Ventura: It is a thermo mechanical design, at prototype scale that uses a 

membrane to screen and dewater algae; low energy for dewatering is required and it is 

versatile to multiple algae species (http://www.algaevs.com/). 

4.- Discussion 

From the literature reviewed we can conclude that the harvesting process chosen strongly 

depends on the algal specie: for filamentous or large cell size algae, such as Spirulina 

platensis, Micractinium sp. or Scenedemus sp. it is highly recommended to use some of 

the filtration methods stated before, such as Vacuum, Pressure or Gravity filtration, due 

to its low cost and high efficiency achievable for those specie strains. However, for small 

cell size or particles that are compressible or display some plasticity, such as Chlorella sp. 

or Oocystis (Becker, 2008) because of their capability to easily block the pores of the 

belts or filters, it is recommended to carry out one of the alternatives between 

centrifugation or flocculation method described before, depending on what level of 

energy is available and what level of chemical contamination is acceptable.  

The parameters to pay attention during a harvesting process correspond to percentage of 

the biomass concentration (%), energy per volume consumed (kWhm
-3

), and production 
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rate or throughput rate or efficiency, expressed in m
3
h

-1
 . Becker (2008) asserted that in 

case of using belt gravity filtration as harvesting method to obtain a complete recovery of 

the biomass, a throughput rate up to 17 m
3
h

-1
   was achieved when used a belt of 12 μm 

pore size at 22 mmin
-1

 of belt speed. In fact, it was determined that the higher the belt 

speed, the higher the throughput rate; however, the algal slurry solid concentration 

decreases when the belt speed increases. The same researcher suggests, that in order to 

harvest small size cells, the belt pore size may be reduced to 5 μm, but the throughput 

rate falls substantially to 2-3 m
3
h

-1
. Using Vacuum filtration method is an alternative for 

small size cells, but very slow throughput rate are achieved again restricting, 

consequently, bacterial scale size algae to Flocculation or Centrifugation methods. 

Although Flocculation may introduce some contamination to the biomass, this technique 

has demonstrated to be efficient for many small algal size, low in concentration factor, 

and reliable for algae sedimentable under specific flocculants, e.g., Chlorella vulgaris, 

Chaetoceros Tctrasahnis, achieving up to 90% efficiency for Chlorella vulgaris (Oh et al., 

2001). 

In the case of centrifugation, even though this is a versatile mechanism for almost all 

algae species, achieving high efficiency for almost all of them, its initial economical 

investment and their operational costs associated to this method, make doubtable its 

implementation; nevertheless, Centrifugation has one of the most promising future 

scaling up at industrial harvesting level due to scale economies. In a study conducted by 
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Becker (2008), he suggested that by comparing Centrifugation with Flocculation, there 

was no significant economical difference between both. 

Technique Specie recommended Power 
Efficiency 

(% of recovery or ) 

Centrifugal Sedimentation 
Versatile to almost all algae 
species.. 

0,3 to 8 Kwhm-3 
(1) 
 

 
Up to 95% when using a 
centrifugation force of 
13000 g. (2) 
 

Flocculation 

(bioflocculation, chemical) 

Reliable for algae sedimentable 
under flucculants, e.g. Chlorella 
vulgaris, Chaetoceros 

Tctrasahnis. 

- 

 
Up to 90% in Chaetoceros 
Tctrasahnis (2) 

 

Filtration  

(Vacuum, Pressure, Gravity)  

Reliable only for large scale size, 

>30 m, e.g Spirulina platensis. 

(3) 

0,2 – 5,9 Kwhm-3 
(1) 

Up to 17 m3h-1 4) 

(1) (Molina et al., 2002).  
(2) (Richmond, 2004). 
(3) (Shelef et al., 1984) 
(4) (Becker, 2008). 

Table A1.  Main features for different harvesting methods. 

According to the studies described above and the literature reviewed, a summary of the 

main features and parameters of the most used harvesting methods is shown in Table A1. 

Even though a unique and versatile harvester for all algal specie does not exist yet, 

experience has demonstrated that for all algae strains it is possible to develop and 

appropriate and economic mechanism of recovery (Richmond, 2004). Various authors 

suggest an economically operation during harvesting, developing multi-stage processes or 

pre-concentrations phases. Richmond (2004) suggested developing a primary 

concentration step through natural gravity sedimentations, followed by a pre-

concentration stage through Flocculation, and finishing the process in a centrifugation 

phase to ensure a high concentration factor of the biomass ready to initiate a drying and 

dehydration process. 
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According to the discussion stated before and the literature reviewed, the main effects to 

be considered in an optimal and efficient harvester mechanism are: high concentration of 

the output biomass (%), low energy per volume consumed (kWhm
-3

 ), high production or 

throughput rate (m
3
h

-1
) and low implementation and operational costs. The author of this 

research, trough the Department of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering at 

University of Arizona, USA, is developing an inexpensive and novel harvester prototype 

whose main characteristics pursued are to meet the features that an optimal and efficient 

harvester mechanism should have. The results of this prototype will be released 

promptly; however, some of the features of this harvester mechanism are the following: 

low implementation and operational cost, low energy consuming, reliable to a large range 

of microalgae species and size, high throughput rate and high concentration of the output 

biomass. 

5.- Conclusions 

Following were the conclusions of this study: 

• The appropriate algae harvesting method to be used depends on the specific algae 

species and the purposes of the product to be harvested. 

• A very large or filamentous algae species, e.g., Spirulina platensis, is easy to 

harvest, whereas a bacterial size cell such as Chlorella vulgaris is difficult. Consequently, 

for large cell size it is recommended to use some of the filtration methods stated; 

whereas, for small cell size it is recommended centrifugation or flocculation methods, 
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depending on what level of energy is available and what level of chemical contamination 

is acceptable. 

• Sometimes it is recommended, according to the machines available, multi-stage 

harvesting process, combining primary, pre and high concentration phases, ensuring a 

high concentration factor of the biomass at the end of the process. 

• A universal and versatile harvester for all algal species does not exist, but has 

been demonstrated that for all algae strains it is possible to develop and appropriate 

recovery.  

• An optimal and efficient harvester and dewatering mechanism should satisfy the 

following: high output biomass concentration, low energy consumption, high production 

rate, and low implementation and operational costs. 

• The main benefit associated with a novel, inexpensive and versatile harvester 

design is the reduction of the biofuel production costs, helping making biofuels feasible 

and competitive with conventional fuels. 
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Abstract:   

The production of biofuels from microalgae is a novel enterprise for numerous countries, 

given that microalgae have now been widely considered as a promising bio-energy 

feedstock. In contrast to sugarcane, soybeans, canola and oil palm, most algae are not 

widely used as food, grow significantly faster, allow for higher production rate per 

hectare, do not necessarily require clean water, and can reduce carbon emission. The aim 

of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of two electrocoagulation processes – 

electroflocculation and electroflotation -- as algae pre-harvesting processes. Different 

mailto:pvl@email.arizona.edu
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values for electrochemical cell power input (voltage and current), initial concentration 

gL
-1

 and electrode surface area were tested, and the resulting recovery efficiency RE % 

and final concentration gL
-1

 were measured. The results of the study showed that: (1) 

Higher than 88% recovery efficiencies for electroflocculation were achieved after 30 

minutes for both Monodus subterraneus at 25 Wdm
-3

 (27.5 V and 150 mA) and 

Chlamydomons reinhardtii at 41.25 Wdm
-3

 (25 V and 200 mA); (2) Electroflocculation 

resulted in both algae cells flocculation caused by dissolved metal ions as flocculants and 

algae calls flotation caused by hydrogen micro-bubbles generated by electrolysis of 

water; (3) Electroflotation using stainless steel as both anode and cathode resulted in a 

maximum recovery efficiency of 92.9% when 134.67 Wdm
-3

 was applied for 30 minutes, 

and in a maximum recovery efficiency of 79% when 29.71 Wdm
-3

 was applied for 40 

minutes, both for Monodus subterraneus; (4) A multivariable regression model for 

electroflotation was statistically significant (p = 1.21E-05) with a coefficient of 

determination (R
2
) equal to 0.75, and with the initial concentration [g/l] (p = 0.002284) 

and the level of current applied (in Amperes) (p = 0.001595) as the statistically 

significant factors; (5) The mean final concentration for electroflocculation of 17.94 gL
-1

  

significantly exceeded (p = 0.0416)  that for electroflotation of 9.51 gL
-1

, indicating 

electroflocculation to be the more effective process; and (6) Microscope images of the 

algae showed that, for the level of power applied (1 A, 40 V max), electrocoagulation did 

not appear to have produced any effect on the algae that was significantly different from 

that by centrifugation and that neither method appeared to have caused any significant 

cell wall damage or rupture.  
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1. Introduction 

The microalgae harvesting methods currently used, such as centrifugation, sedimentation 

and flocculation, are effective but at the same time are costly, representing more than 

35% of the total biofuel production cost (Molina et al., 2002). Meanwhile, comparing the 

cost for electro-flocculation versus those for the others, Xu et al. (2010) reported that the 

total cost for electro-flocculation algae separation process could be as low as 0.11 US$m
-

3
, which was far less expensive than centrifugation (0.80 US$m

-3
), sedimentation with 

flocculants (0.21–0.34 US$m
-3

) or flotation with flocculants (0.71–0.84 US$m
-3

). These 

results suggest that adding electro-flocculation in combination with another microalgae 

harvesting process might help reduce the total cost of biofuels production.  

Due the anionic condition (negatively-charged surface) (Ofir et al., 2007) in some algae 

species and the low specific gravity of the cells, it has been observed that natural 

sedimentation of the cells is extremely low since electronegative charge creates a stable 

suspension making the harvesting process difficult (Azarian et al., 2007). By adding a 

cationic (positively-charged) compound to the suspension, it is possible to destabilize the 

algae cells’ charge, making those cells clump together and flocculate to the bottom of the 

liquid. This represents the rationale for the flocculation processes, whose result is the 

separation of the algae biomass from the bulk liquid through sedimentation. The 

electroflocculation process corresponds to the addition of dissolved cationic metal ions to 

the liquid suspension for an electrolysis process using electrochemically active polyvalent 

electrodes, usually made of aluminum or copper (Alfafara et al, 2002). 
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Alternatively, harvesting algal biomass could also be achieved through the use of a 

flotation technology, whose result is the separation of the algae biomass from the bulk 

liquid through flotation of the algae biomass (Wiley, 2009). By replacing the 

electrochemically-active electrode at the anode with an inactive electrochemical metal, 

such as carbon or stainless steel, the electroflotation process is made possible by the 

generation of hydrogen micro-bubbles at the cathode (Shanshan, 2010). These micro-

bubbles entrap the algae cells and bring those to the surface of the liquid (Alfafara et al, 

2002).  

The chemical reaction involved during electrocoagulation may be summarized as follows 

(Vandamme et al., 2011; Vasudevan, 2011). 

Reactions that occur at the anode using aluminum as anode: 

 

At the anode, water is oxidized as a side reaction and oxygen is produced:  

 

The main reaction at the cathode is the reduction of water and the formation of hydrogen 

gas: 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the two electrocoagulation 

processes – electroflocculation and electroflotation -- as algae pre-harvesting processes.  

 

 

(Equation 1) 

(Equation 2) 

(Equation 3) 

(Equation 4) 
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2.- Materials and methods 

Two electrocoagulation processes -- electroflocculation and electroflotation -- were 

compared as pre-harvesting mechanisms for microalgae. Different values for 

electrochemical cell power input (voltage and current), initial concentration gL
-1

 and 

electrode surface area were tested, and the resulting recovery efficiency RE % and final 

concentration gL
-1

 were measured. A multivariable regression model was subsequently 

performed to determine statistically significant differences. The Recovery Efficiency 

(RE) is defined as the ratio of the mass of cells recovered to the mass of initial cells 

(Equation 5), and is determined in the middle or center of the container (Xu, 2010). 

 

To determine the water-removal efficiency or the ratio of final concentration to initial 

concentration at the top of the container (under electroflotation process) or at the bottom 

of the container (under electroflocculation process), the efficiency was calculated as 

follows (Chen, 2002): 

 

2.1 Cell Culture 

All experiments were conducted using Monodus subterraneus (M. Subterraneus) and 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C. Reinhardtii) as test algae species, cultivated in Miller-

Fogg Medium (MF) and High Salt Medium (HSM), respectively. The cells were grown 

first in a 0.75-L flat flask, continuously stirred and bubbled with air enriched with CO2 (5 

(Equation 5) 

(Equation 6) 
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vol %) at about 20-40 mL/L/min flow rate. After an average of 15 days of cultivation or 

when the microalgae concentration reached around 1 gL
-1

 and a pH of 7.0, the cells were 

transferred to a larger bioreactor. The purpose of the cultivation in the bioreactor was to 

achieve higher biomass production. The bioreactor had a volume of 15 L, and was 

continuously bubbled with air enriched with CO2 (5 vol %) for 15 more days at about 500 

mL/35L/min flow rate. Once a microalgae concentration around 1 gL
-1

 and a pH of 7.0 

was achieved, the cells were collected to start the pre-harvesting process.  

2.2 System set up 

The system set up used to conduct the electroflotation and electroflocculation 

experiments is depicted on Figure B1, which included a commercial regulated power 

supply (0-40 V, 0-1.5 A), a voltmeter, a current meter, two adjustable supports for the 

electrode metals, two electrodes working as anode and cathode, wires, and different 

volumes of containers for algae culture. The electrode material used as anode was 

stainless steel for electroflotation and aluminum for electroflocculation. The electrode 

material used as cathode was stainless steel only. As soon as cell flocculation or 

floatation was observed in the course of an experiment, the power supply was promptly 

turned off. 

2.3 Electroflocculation experiments 

Different power inputs (voltage and current) were applied for different experiments to 

generate the cationic dissolved metal ions acting as flocculant compound while using 

aluminum as the anode. The electrode dimensions varied from 3.96 cm
2
 to 195 cm

2
 for 
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aluminum (anode) and stainless steel (cathode). The electrodes were placed in the 

electrolysis container vertically and in parallel with a distance between them kept 

  

Figure B1: System set up used during the electrocoagulation experiments. 

between 2.5 to 12 cm. The power input was kept on until a substantial separation 

(floatation or flocculation) of the cells was observed, which generally occurred between 

20-40 min. During this time, several samples were taken in order to determine recovery 

the efficiency (RE), biomass concentration and water-removal efficiency. 

2.4 Electroflotation experiments 

By replacing the aluminum plate at the anode with an electrochemically inactive material, 

such as carbon or stainless steel, electroflotation experiments were carried out to make 

the algae biomass float to the surface of the electrolysis container. Different power inputs 

were applied for different experiments to generate hydrogen micro-bubbles at the cathode 

during the electrolysis of water. These micro-bubbles entrapped the algae cells, bringing 

them to the surface. The power input was kept on until a substantial separation by 

floatation of the cells was observed, which generally occurred between 20-40 minutes. 
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During this time, several samples were taken to determine the recovery efficiency (RE), 

biomass concentration and water-removal efficiency. 

2.5 Statistical analysis: 

The statistical analysis chosen was a multivariable regression model to statistically 

predict the final concentration in terms of a series of independent variables.  

Varying the power input (voltage and current) during the electrocoagulation experiments, 

the initial concentration gL
-1

 and physical dimensions, different recovery efficiencies RE 

% and final concentration gL
-1

 were obtained. Those outcomes were analyzed using a 

SAS platform following a multivariable regression model. The multivariable regression 

model used was as follows: 

  

  

Where, 

 = Recovery efficiencies RE % 

 = Final concentration gL
-1

 

 = Initial biomass concentration gL
-1

 

 = Power Wdm
-3 

 = Current A 

 = Regression model coefficients, related to main effects. 

 = Error 
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Finally, a comparison was made between the electroflocculation process (represented by 

the mean final concentration using aluminum anode) and the electroflotation process 

(represented by the mean final concentration using stainless still anode) using t-Test 

(Two Samples Assuming Unequal Variances).  

2.6 Optimizations: 

Because electrocoagulation experiments involved the use of electrical power, its 

performance depended on the efficient use of energy. Compared to the previous 

experiments, where current and voltage were chosen freely as independent variables, in 

this section the optimal usage of energy was sought, which meant minimum voltage and 

maximum current. To accomplish this, an Accumet 13-620-53 SN5174077P reference 

electrode was used to measure the difference of potential or cell overpotential required to 

carry out this electrochemical process (Hamann et al., 2007). Overpotential is the 

difference of potential or voltage needed in an electrochemical cell to trigger the 

chemical reaction. Since the electrocoagulation experiments might be considered as 

electrolysis processes from the electrochemical point of view, their cell overpotential 

increases when current increases. Thus, overpotential must be measured at the end of the 

electrolysis process. The method followed to use the reference electrode was adopted 

from Hamann et al. (2007). 

Once the cell overpotential was measured, the voltage uses during the electrocoagulation 

experiments was ensured to be as close as possible to the cell overpotential to guarantee 

an efficient process. Meanwhile, the current to be chosen must be as high as possible to 

guarantee the limiting electron-transfer operation zone – corresponding to the maximum 
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level of current allowed for the electro-chemical reaction to take place by electron 

transfer -- but also as low as possible to avoid the diffusion-limiting current (Hamann et 

al, 2007). Because the voltage to be used would not be considered as diffusion 

overpotential, the resulting current would not be a diffusion-limiting current. 

Consequently, choosing a high current would guarantee an efficient process as well. To 

meet the previous requirements, the distance between electrodes must be reduced to the 

minimum gap, and the electrode surface area must be increased to reduce the current 

density.  

3.- Results 

3.1 Results for electrocoagulation experiments 

Charts 1 and 2 in Table B1 show the resulting recovery efficiencies for two 

electroflocculation experiments in two different configurations using two different algae 

species. Table B1 shows that high (higher than 88%) recovery efficiencies were achieved 

after 30 minutes of applying a power input between 25 and 41.25 Wdm
-3

 (at 27.5 V and 

150 mA and at 25 V and 200 mA, respectively). These results are comparable with the 

literature (Robinson, 1999). 
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Initial Ph: 6.4

Initial Concentration: 0.72 g/l

Experiment date: 5/15/2012

Anode: Aluminum

Cathode: Aluminum

Electrodes separation: 2.5 cm

Alge specie: Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Volume of electrolyte: 200 ml

Voltage applied: 25 VDC

Power: 25 W/dm3

Dilution rate: 4 Diwater

Final Concentration: 9.7 g/l

Final Ph:  

Initial Ph: 6.8

Initial Concentration: 1.58 g/l

Experiment date: 5/25/2012

Anode: Aluminum 7.00 cm2

Cathode: Aluminum 7.00 cm2

Electrodes separation: 6 cm

Alge specie: Monodus subterranus

Volume of electrolyte: 100 ml

Voltage applied: 27.5 VDC

Power: 41.25 W/dm3

Dilution rate: 8 Diwater

Final Concentration: 5.8 g/l

Final Ph: 8.3  

Table B1, Chart 1: Recovery Efficiency % versus 

time min for 200 mL of Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii 

Table B1, Chart 2: Recovery Efficiency % 

versus time min for 100 mL of Monodus 

subterraneus 

As shown in Figure B2, not only the cells flocculated during electroflocculation as a 

result of addition of dissolved metal ions as flocculants, but some cells also floated as a 

result of hydrogen micro-bubbles production during the electrolysis process of water. 

  

Figure B2: Algae flocculated and floated after undergoing electroflocculation experiments. 

Charts 3 and 4 in Table B2 show the results obtained after two electroflotation 

experiments in different configurations and using stainless steel as anode and cathode. 

When 134.67 Wdm
-3

 was applied, the maximum biomass concentration obtained was 
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95% after 30 minutes; whereas, when 29.71 Wdm
-3

 was applied, the maximum biomass 

concentration obtained was 79% after 40 minutes. 
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Initial Ph: 7

Initial Concentration: 0.92 g/l

Experiment date: 6/25/2012

Anode: stainless steel 37.50 cm2

Cathode: stainless steel 37.50 cm2

Electrodes separation: 5.5 cm

Alge specie: Monodus subterranus

Volume of electrolyte: 300 ml

Voltage applied: 40 VDC

Power: 134.67 W/dm3

Dilution rate: 2 Diwater

Final Concentration: 13 g/l

Final Ph: 6.9  

Initial Ph: 9.3

Initial Concentration: 0.68 g/l

Experiment date: 7/16/2012

Anode: stainless steel 26.25 cm2

Cathode: stainless steel 26.25 cm2

Electrodes separation: 8.5 cm

Alge specie: Monodus subterranus

Volume of electrolyte: 350 ml

Voltage applied: 40 VDC

Power: 29.71 W/dm3

Dilution rate: 4 Diwater

Final Concentration: 8.1 g/l

Final Ph:  

Table B2, Chart 3: Recovery Efficiency % versus 

time min for 300 mL of Monodus subterraneus 

Table B2, Chart 4: Recovery Efficiency % versus 

time min for 350 mL of Monodus subterraneus 

A summary of all the electrocoagulation experiments that were conducted is shown in 

Table B3, where the input and output variables are identified. The inputs used were 

power, current, initial concentration, time, and physical dimensions, while the outputs 

were recovery efficiency, final concentration, water-removal efficiency and charge dose. 
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Data

Volume 

dm3

Time 

min

Current 

A

Initial 

Concentration 

g/l

Power 

W/dm3

Energy 

Wh

Charge 

dose Q

Final 

Concentration 

g/L

Recovery 

Efficiency %

Water 

Removed 

Efficiency %

Al-Al0 0.1 43 0.205 1.98 55 3.94 2671 16.8 98% 88.2%

Al-Al2 0.2 30 0.200 0.72 25 2.50 2500 9.7 88% 92.6%

Al-Al3 0.1 30 0.150 1.58 41.25 2.06 1709 5.8 99% 72.8%

Al-Al4 0.1 20 0.210 0.38 81.9 2.73 6632 5.2 67% 92.7%

Al-Al6 0.3 10 0.497 0.92 66.27 3.31 1080 21.1 78% 95.6%

Al-Al7 0.3 10 0.393 0.86 52.40 2.62 914 18.7 97% 95.4%

Al-Al8 0.3 10 0.700 0.86 93.33 4.67 1628 19.7 83% 95.6%

Al-Al9 2 30 1.009 0.98 20.18 20.18 927 25.4 93% 96.1%

Al-Al10 4 30 1.370 1.58 13.70 27.40 390 28.5 90% 94.5%

Al-Al11 4 30 1.280 1.58 12.80 25.60 365 28.5 90% 94.5%

C-SS 0.1 60 0.168 1.44 46.2 4.62 4200 9.2 88% 84.3%

C-AL 0.1 40 0.226 1.58 87.01 5.80 3433 6.4 97% 75.3%

SS-SS0 0.1 40 0.205 1.98 57.77 3.85 2485 20.6 97% 90.4%

SS-SS3 0.2 30 0.195 0.72 24.375 2.44 2437 13.8 75% 94.8%

SS-SS4 0.5 40 0.25 0.4 19.5 6.50 3000 2.4 75% 83.3%

SS-SS6 0.3 30 1.01 0.92 134.67 20.20 6587 13 95% 92.9%

SS-SS7 0.35 40 0.26 0.68 29.71 6.93 2622 8.1 79% 91.6%

SS-SS8 0.3 10 0.76 0.86 101.33 5.07 1767 15.8 76% 94.6%

SS-SS9 0.3 40 1.01 0.98 134.67 26.93 8245 21.4 65% 95.4%  

Table B3: Summary of variables involved during electrocoagulation experiments. 

3.2 Statistical analysis: 

A multivariable regression model was performed to predict the final concentration and 

recovery efficiency as functions of initial concentration gL
-1

, current A, power Wdm
-3

 

and volume dm
3
. The results of this regression model for final concentration, using a SAS 

platform, are shown in Table B4. 
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Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.869790421

R Square 0.756535377

Adjusted R Square 0.705279667

Standard Error 5.15202505

Observations 24

ANOVA

df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 4 1567.12237 391.7806 14.76002 1.21414E-05

Residual 19 504.3238802 26.54336

Total 23 2071.44625

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%

Intercept 0.869162093 2.648605278 0.328158 0.746381 -4.67443246 6.412756651 -4.674432465 6.412756651

X Variable 1 7.137814451 2.027238682 3.520954 0.002284 2.894755125 11.38087378 2.894755125 11.38087378

X Variable 2 23.67653697 6.435928804 3.678807 0.001595 10.20598317 37.14709077 10.20598317 37.14709077

X Variable 3 -0.080362302 0.049630944 -1.6192 0.121885 -0.18424106 0.023516457 -0.184241062 0.023516457

X Variable 4 -3.915879765 3.080949138 -1.271 0.219071 -10.3643804 2.532620891 -10.36438042 2.532620891  

Table B4: Output of the multivariable regression model for final concentration as dependent 

variable.   

Table B4 indicates that the model was statistically significant (p = 1.21E-05) with a 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) equal to 0.75. Also, two factors were statistically 

significant: the initial concentration gL
-1

 (p = 0.002284); and the level of current applied 

A (p = 0.001595). The regression model would correspond to:  

Final concentration g/l = 7.138*I. Concentration + 23.68*Current 

The model, however, was not statistically significant when recovery efficiency was used 

as a dependent variable in the regression model; consequently, this variable was not a 

good predictor. Several recovery efficiency versus time curves are shown in Table B5, 

Chart 5 and Table B6, Chart 6 for different power values applied. The curves show that, 

regardless of the level of power applied, high recovery efficiency was achieved after 

undergoing an electrocoagulation process. 
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In the case of electroflocculation experiments (Chart 5), high recovery efficiency (above 

80%) was attained after 10 min applying either 17.6 Wdm
-3

 or 66.27 Wdm
-3

. By contrast, 

in the electroflotation experiments (Chart 6), high recovery efficiency (above 80%) was 

achieved after 10 minutes of applying either 15 Wdm
-3

 or 44 Wdm
-3

. 
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Table B5, Chart 5: Recovery Efficiency % for different power inputs after undergoing 

Electroflocculation experiments.  
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Table B6, Chart 6: Recovery Efficiency % for different power inputs after undergoing 

Electroflotation experiments. 
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A comparison was carried out between the electroflocculation process (represented by the 

mean final concentration using aluminum anode) and the electroflotation process 

(represented by the mean final concentration using stainless steel anode) using t-Test 

(Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances). The result of this comparison is shown in 

Table B7.  

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances

Variable 1 Variable 2

Mean 17.94 9.51

Variance 74.58 73.15

Observations 10.00 10.00

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0.00

df 18.00

t Stat 2.19

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.02

t Critical one-tail 1.73

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.04

t Critical two-tail 2.10  

Table B7: Output of the t-Test comparison between Electroflocculation and Electroflotation 

processes.  

The results showed that the mean final concentration on “variable 1” (Electroflocculation 

process = 17.94 gL
-1

) significantly exceeded the mean final concentration on “variable 2” 

(Electroflotation process = 9.51 gL
-1

) at 5% significance (p = 0.0416), indicating that 

electroflocculation was the more efficient process. 

3.3 Results for the optimization process 

The values of the cell overpotential measured at the end of the electrochemical process 

were between -211 and -1100 mV. Consequently, the voltage applied was kept as close as 

possible to the cell overpotential. Table B8 shows the results obtained after applied 

optimization, indicating that reducing the voltage applied, reducing the separation gap 
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between electrodes and increasing the current resulted in a reduction of energy for the 

same recovery efficiency and final concentration. Specifically, by comparing the energy 

consumption between Tables B3 and B8, the highest final concentration in Table B3  of 

28.5 gL
-1

 corresponded to 27.4 Wh (at 90% of RE), while the highest final concentration 

in Table B8 of 25.95 gL
-1

 corresponded with 7 Wh (at 96% of RE). Also it became 

evident that an important surface area increase could be achieved, not only by using 

bigger electrodes, but also by using a number of cathodes equal to 2n-1 times the number 

“n” of anodes. This configuration allows for a better electron transfer rate through the 

utilization of both anode sides. These results showed that optimization led to a more 

efficient electrocoagulation process. 

Data

Voltage 

V

Time 

min

Current 

mA

Power 

W/dm3

Electrodes 

GAP cm

F. Concentration 

g/L

Energy 

Wh

Recovery 

Efficiency %

Op1 8 45 1500 3.00 4 17.7 9.00 88%

Op2 2.1 45 1660 0.87 4 23.4 2.61 96%

Op3 8 25 1750 3.50 4.5 18.05 5.83 95%

Op4 8 20 1750 3.50 4 6.4 4.67 95%

Op5 11 20 1910 5.25 4.5 25.95 7.00 96%

Op6 11 25 1960 5.39 4.5 23.5 8.98 91%  

Table B8: Results obtained after undergoing optimizations to the Electrocoagulation experiments. 

4.- Discussion 

The use of a reference electrode helped to determine the exact potential required to 

conduct electrocoagulation as part of an electrochemical process, and provided a means 

to make this process more effective in terms of energy consumption. However, contrary 

to the results of the studies conducted by Xu et al. (2010), Azarian et al. (2007) and 

Alfafara et al. (2002), the power (voltage*current) applied to electrocoagulation 
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experiments turned out to be not a significant variable in the present study; rather, it was 

the level of current that turned out to be a significant variable in attaining high final 

concentration. This is consistent with the Faraday Law due the influence of current on  

mass transfer during the electrolysis process. 

Other materials, such as copper and carbon, were assessed. When carbon was used, 

similar results were obtained as when stainless still was used since carbon is another 

electrochemically inactive material. Also in this case, some flocculated cells were 

observed as a result of the addition of small amounts of dissolved metal ions as 

flocculants to the media. Figure B3 confirms that similar results were achieved under 

electroflotation experiment using carbon (A) and stainless still (B) as anodes. 

 
 

Figure B3: Electroflotation of Monodus subterraneus using carbon (A) and stainless still (B) as 

anodes. 

When copper was used as anode, similar results were obtained as when aluminum was 

used since copper is another electrochemically active material. In this case floated cells 
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were also observed as a result of hydrogen production during the electrolysis process of 

water. Figure B4 shows the results obtained after electroflocculation using copper (A) 

and aluminum (B) as anodes. Consequently, the correct selection of the electrode material 

would depend on the side effects over the biomass quality instead of the electrochemical 

properties. Specifically, aluminum is preferred for electroflocculation instead of copper 

due to its antibacterial properties and pollutant effects for water recycling purposes. 

  

Figure B4: Electroflocculation of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii using cupper (A) and aluminum (B) as 

anodes  

Microscope images were compared between cells harvested using electrocoagulation and 

centrifugation techniques to observe any effects that electrocoagulation might have on the 

cells. Figure B5A shows M. Subterraneus cells after cultivated in a photobioreactor 

prioer to harvesting. Figure B5B shows M. Subterraneus cells at the bottom of the 

container post-electrocoagulation. Figure B5C shows M. Subterraneus cells post-

centrifugation. Figure B5 shows that, for the level of power applied (1 A, 40 V max), 

electrocoagulation did not appear to have produced any effect on the algae that was 
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significantly different from that by centrifugation and that neither method appeared to 

have caused any significant cell wall damage or rupture. 

   

A B C 

Figure B5: Sequence of M. Subterraneus cells after harvesting: B5A (400x magnification): Cells 

previous harvesting. B5B (100x magnification): Cells post-electrocoagulation. B5C (100x 

magnification):: Cells post-centrifugation. 

In the present study the values of mean final concentration for electroflocculation and 

electroflotation were compared to determine the more effective pre-harvesting process. 

Additional variables, however, may be assessed, such as final lipid content or chemical 

contamination, to obtain a more comprehensive evaluation. Nonetheless, the final 

concentration provides a practical parameter for comparison.  

5.- Conclusions 

Following were the conclusions of the study: 

1) Higher than 88% recovery efficiencies for electroflocculation were achieved after 

30 minutes for both Monodus subterraneus at 25 Wdm
-3

 (27.5 V and 150 mA) 

and Chlamydomons reinhardtii at 41.25 Wdm
-3

 (25 V and 200 mA); 
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2) Electroflocculation resulted in both algae cells flocculation caused by dissolved 

metal ions as flocculants and algae cells flotation caused by hydrogen micro-

bubbles generated by electrolysis of water; 

3) Electroflotation using stainless steel as both anode and cathode resulted in a 

maximum recovery efficiency of 95% when 134.67 Wdm
-3

 was applied for 30 

minutes, and in a maximum recovery efficiency of 79% when 29.71 Wdm
-3

 was 

applied for 40 minutes, both for Monodus subterraneus; 

4) A multivariable regression model for final concentration was statistically 

significant (p = 1.21E-05) with a coefficient of determination (R
2
) equal to 0.75, 

and with the initial concentration gL
-1

 (p = 0.002284) and the level of current 

applied A (p = 0.001595) as the statistically significant factors; 

5) The mean final concentration for electroflocculation of 17.94 gL
-1

 significantly 

exceeded (p = 0.0416)  that for electroflotation of 9.51 gL
-1

, indicating 

electroflocculation to be the more effective process; 

6) Microscope images of the algae showed that, for the level of power applied (1 A, 

40 V max), electrocoagulation did not appear to have produced any effect on the 

algae that was significantly different from that by centrifugation and that neither 

method appeared to have caused any significant cell wall damage or rupture. 

7) In both processes of electroflotation and electroflocculation the water removal 

efficiency achieved values above 72.8%, indicating their effectiveness for 

harvesting.   
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The results of the study demonstrated that an effective electrocoagulation pre-harvesting 

process was achieved. Future studies may be conducted to develop and evaluate an 

electrocoagulation process for complete harvesting of microalgae. 
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Abstract:   

A filtration-based algae harvester was designed and built equipped with a 1-micron pore-

size belt. The main factors investigated included fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

, belt 

velocity ms
-1

 (p = 0.01), inclination angle ° and suction pressure Psi, while the response 

variables measured were production or throughput rate m
3
 h

-1
, efficiency gL

-1
 and energy 

consumption per unit volume Kwh m
-3

. The results showed that: (1) For the Multivariable 

Regression Model for throughput rate, the statistically significant factors were fresh 

biomass concentration gL
-1

 (p <0.001), belt velocity ms
-1

 (p = 0.01), and inclination angle 

[°] (p = 0.0248); (2) For the Multivariable Regression Model for efficiency, the only 

statistically significant factor was fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

 (p = 0.0038); (3) The 

most effective configuration for the harvester prototype -- resulting in higher throughput 

mailto:pvl@email.arizona.edu
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rate (0.303 gh
-1

), higher efficiency (233.33 gL
-1

), as well as a lower energy consumption 

(143.46 kWhm
-3

) – corresponded with higher concentration of the incoming biomass 

(21.5 gL
-1

), lower belt velocity (0.05 ms
-1

), higher inclination angle (25°) and lower 

pressure (0 Psi); and (4) The total energy consumption for the harvester prototype, when 

combined with a preceding pre-harvesting process, of 4.95 kWhm
-3

 was comparable to 

those reported by others for filtration-based harvesting. The new efficient harvesting 

mechanism proposed showed significant potential in successfully reducing algae 

production cost and make biofuels from microalgae economically feasible in the mid to 

long term in view of the prototype having achieved high output biomass concentration, 

low energy consumption per unit volume, high throughput rate, facility of 

implementation, and low operational costs. 
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1.- Introduction 

The current microalgae harvesting methods used, such as centrifugation, sedimentation 

and flocculation (Shelef et al., 1984), have been shown to be effective but are costly, 

representing between 35 % to 50 % of the total production cost (Molina et al., 2002). 

That is mainly because the wet biomass feedstock content (>90% moisture) (Levine et 

al., 2009). Indeed, there is an urgent need to develop an efficient harvester to help reduce 

biofuel production cost and help make this cost competitive with conventional fuel. 

For an efficient harvesting method for microalgae, the principal factors to be considered 

include: high concentration of the output biomass gL
-1

; low energy expenditure per 

volume of algae suspension Kwh m
-3

; high production or throughput rate dm
3
 h

-1
; facility 

of implementation; and low operational costs $ (Valdivia-Lefort, 2011). Among currently 

used or tested harvesting methods, filtration represents one of the most inexpensive 

mechanisms in terms of initial investment and energy expenditure, which is at around 0.2  

to 5.9 Kwh m
-3

 when no vacuum pump is used (Molina et al., 2002). Further, when an 

adequate pore size or porosity of the filtration material is chosen, high throughput rate 

may be achieved (Becker, 2008). Thus, in developing an efficient harvesting mechanism, 

a filtration-based method represents a reasonable and competent choice. Becker (2008) 

found that when using belt filtration as a harvesting method to obtain a complete recovery 

of the biomass, a throughput rate of up to 17 m
3
 h

-1
 was achieved when a belt of 12 μm 

pore size at 22 m min
-1

 of belt speed was used. In the same study, it was determined that 

the higher the belt speed, the higher the throughput rate; however, the algal slurry solid 

concentration decreased when the belt speed increased. It was suggested that in order to 
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harvest small-size cells, the belt pore size might be reduced to 5 μm; however, the 

throughput rate fell substantially to 2-3 m
3
 h

-1
.  

The aim of this study was to design, test and optimize an efficient filtration-based 

harvesting mechanism for micrioalgae. 

 

2.- Materials and method 

2.1 The prototype 

A filtration-based harvesting mechanism was designed and built (Figure C1), using a 1 

µm pore-sized transportable filtration belt that is moved in counter-gravity direction 

using three pairs of PVC rollers, connected  by a chain and supported by six bearings. 

The mechanism was powered by a ¼ HP electric motor with velocity control (10 discrete 

velocities). To run different experiments, the harvester prototype was set up with two 

different adjustable inclination angles (0° and 25°) and two suction channels connected to 

two vacuum machines. Several experiments were carried out later using the prototype to 

harvest microalgae at different concentrations and at different harvester configurations. 

This mechanism was very low-cost cost owing to the materials used and the simplicity of 

the system. 
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Figure C1: Harvester prototype  

2.2 Belt selection 

The transportable filtration belt material was selected from several manufactures who met 

a set of criteria, including the micron-scale pore size, material strength and mechanical 

properties, and reusable and anti-clog material to allow water molecules to pass through 

and microalgae cells to be retained continuously (Harun et al., 2010). After testing 
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several materials, the one chosen for the transportable belt was a Nylon Monofilament 

Mesh with 1 micron pore size (Figure C2). 

   

A: NMO1 Material B (400x magnification): NMO1 

Material 

C (100x magnification):: 

Hemacytometer 

Figure C2: A: Nylon Monofilament Mesh, B: NMO1 microscope view, C: Hemacytometer view 

2.3 Cell Culture 

All experiments were conducted using Monodus subterraneus (M. Subterraneus) and 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C. Reinhardtii) algae species, previously grown in 

bioreactors using Miller Fogg culture medium (MF) and High Salt Medium (HSM), 

respectively. The cells were grown in a 15 L bioreactor, continuously stirred and bubbled 

with air enriched with CO2 (5 vol %) at about 500 mL/35L/min flow rate. After an 

average of 15 days of cultivation or when the microalgae concentration reached above 1 

gL
-1

and a pH of 7.0, the cells were subjected to a pre-harvesting process which allowed 

raising the biomass concentration to the target level of between 5 and 24 gL
-1

for the 

filtration-based harvesting process.  

The algae species M. Subterraneus and C. Reinhardtii (2 to 5 µm size) were specifically 

selected for harvesting very small-sized algae cells, given that the harvesting of bigger-

sized algae cells had been reported before.  
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2.4 Experiment design 

Because the filtration-based algae harvester developed was original and no previous or 

similar statistical or factorial analyses had been found in the literature, a 2
4
 factorial 

experimental design was developed for which fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

, velocity 

of the moving belt ms
-1

, pressure of the vacuum system Psi, and the inclination angle of 

the moving belt ° were considered the main factors (or independent variables) of the 

process, while production rate or throughput rate m
3
 h

-1
 and efficiency gL

-1
 were the 

responses. 

A 2
4
 factorial design was selected since this experimental design is ideal for screening 

processes where the factors, or independent variables, and their interactions are unknown, 

and which must be determined (Montgomery, 2008). 

As a factorial analysis, ordinary regression model, as well as Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA), was employed to the 2
4
 factorial design (Montgomery, 2008). Thus, 

  

  

Where, 

 = Production rate or throughput rate m
3
h

-1 

 = Efficiency gL
-1

 

 = Initial biomass concentration gL
-1

 

 = Velocity of the moving belt ms
-1 

 = Pressure level of the injected biomass bar 

 = Inclination angle of the moving belt ° 
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 = Regression model coefficients, related to main effects. 

 = Error 

Table C1 shows the treatment combinations for the 2
4
 experimental design. 

Run
Treatment 

combination
Concentration Belt velocity

Inclination 

angle
Pressure

1 -1 - - - -

2 a + - - -

3 b - + - -

4 ab + + - -

5 c - - + -

6 ac + - + -

7 bc - + + -

8 abc + + + -

9 d - - - +

10 ad + - - +

11 bd - + - +

12 abd + + - +

13 cd - - + +

14 acd + - + +

15 bcd - + + +

16 abcd + + + +  

Table C1: Treatment combinations for the 2
4
 factorial design 

The total treatments for the 2
4
 factorial experimental design were 16 (without 

replication). To reduce the number of treatments, however, a one-half fraction of the 2
4
 

factorial design was obtained by using a generator I=abcd (where d = abc). This design 

corresponded specifically to a 2
4-1

 fractional factorial design where the alias relationship 

is: I = ABCD, A = A*I = A*ABCD = BCD, B = ACD, C = ABD, D = ABD, AB = CD, 

AC = BD, AD = BC. 

Table C2 shows the treatment combinations for the resulting 24-1 fractional factorial 

design. 
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Run
Treatment 

combination
Concentration

Belt 

velocity

Inclination 

angle
Pressure

1 -1 - - - -

2 ab + + - -

3 ac + - + -

4 bc - + + -

5 ad + - - +

6 bd - + - +

7 cd - - + +

8 abcd + + + +  

Table C2: Treatment combinations for the 2
4-1

 fractional factorial design. 

For each treatment two replicates were conducted, and the responses measured were 

throughput rate m
3
 h

-1
 and efficiency gL

-1
. 

2.4 Optimizations: 

After the 2
4-1

 fractional factorial design had been run, and after the factors or independent 

variables that significantly determined the response variables (throughput rate and 

efficiency) had been identified, an optimization process was performed to maximize the 

values for the response variables. Several physical improvements to the prototype were 

studied and implemented to further improve outcomes. 

3.- Results 

3.1 Results for the harvesting process 

The results obtained for the harvesting experiments in accordance with the 2
4-1

 fractional 

factorial design are shown in Table C3. The values or levels used for each factor for the 

experiments were: (a) initial concentrations of 5 and 20 gL
-1

; (b) belt velocities of 0.05 

and 0.088 ms
-1

, (c) inclination angles of 25° and 0°; and (d) pressure level of the vacuum 

system of 0 and 40 Psi.  
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Run
Treatment 

combination

Initial 

Concentration 

g/L

Belt velocity 

m/s

Inclination 

angle °

Pressure 

Psi

1 -1 5 0.05 0 0 0.000 0.000 77.708 0.0%

2 ab 20 0.088 0 0 0.011 13.225 186.500 97.8%

3 ac 20 0.05 25 0 0.058 37.979 116.563 98.4%

4 bc 5 0.088 25 0 0.000 0.000 77.708 0.0%

5 ad 20 0.05 0 40 0.029 18.100 3834.333 97.7%

6 bd 5 0.088 0 40 0.000 0.000 1917.167 0.0%

7 cd 5 0.05 25 40 0.000 0.000 2396.458 0.0%

8 abcd 20 0.088 25 40 0.017 11.525 3594.688 98.2%

Energy 

consumption 

Kwh/m^3

Water 

removed 

Efficiency %

Prodution 

rate g/h 

 

Efficiency 

g/L

 

Table C3: Results for the harvesting experiment, under a 2
4-1

 fractional factorial design 

Table C3 indicates that the most effective configuration for the harvester prototype, for 

yielding the highest throughput rate (0.058 gh
-1

), highest efficiency (37.98 gL
-1

) and 

lower energy consumption (116.56 kWhm
3
), corresponded with Run 3: high 

concentration (which is consequent with Golueke, 1965), low belt velocity, high 

inclination angle and lower pressure. 

Table C3 also shows the water-removal efficiency, which was similar to those reported 

by other authors (Heasman et al., 2000) (Danquah et al., 2009) and (Bilad et al., 2012), 

was calculated as follows (Xuan, 1997; Wiley, 2009): 

 

The results for ANOVA and the Multivariable Regression Model corresponding to the 2
4-

1
 fractional factorial design using the statistical software SAS®9.0 are shown in Table C4 

and C5.  

 

 

(Equation 1) 
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ANOVA 

 

ANOVA 

 

Regression model 

Table C4: ANOVA and Multivariable Regression Model results for the Throughput rate, under a 

2
4-1

 fractional factorial design  

Table C4 shows the ANOVA and Multivariable Regression Model results for the 

Throughput rate, indicating the following statistically significant factors: fresh biomass 

concentration gL-1 (p <0.001), velocity of the transportable belt ms
-1

 (p = 0.01), and 

inclination angle ° (p = 0.0248). Further, the multivariable regression model was 

statistically significant at 5% significance (p <0.001) with a coefficient of determination 

R^2 of 0.91. Considering only the statistically significant factor (5%) and neglecting the 

interaction between factors, the resulting regression model was: 

Throughput rate gh
-1

= 0.01369 + 0.01369A – 0.007B + 0.0038C + e  

R Square 91% 

Where, 

 = Initial biomass concentration gL-1 

 = Velocity of the moving belt ms
-1 

 = Inclination angle of the moving belt ° 
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The histogram of the residuals and the QQ-plot of the Multivariable Regression Model 

(Table C5) show the residuals following a normal distribution and a constant variance. 

Meanwhile, the residual plot v/s predicted values shows a constant variance. Thus, the 

requirements for the regression model have been met satisfactorily. 

 

Histogram of the residuals 

 

QQ-Plot 

 

Residual plot v/s predicted 

values 

Table C5: Histogram, QQ-plot and Residual plot of the multivariable regression model for the 

Throughput rate 

From the ANOVA and Multivariable Regression Model results for the efficiency as 

shown in Table C6, fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

 was the only factor shown to be 

statistically significant (p = 0.0038). The regression model was also statistically 

significant at 5% significance (p =0.0475) with a coefficient of determination R
2
 of 0.76. 

 

ANOVA 

 

ANOVA 

 

Regression model 
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Table C6: ANOVA and Multivariable Regression Model results for the efficiency, under a 2
4-1

 

fractional factorial design. 

Considering only the statistically significant factor (5%) and neglecting interactions 

between factors, the regression model for the Yield was:   

Efficiency gL
-1

 = 10.104 + 10.104A + e 

R Square 75% 

Where, 

 = Initial biomass concentration gL
-1

 

 = Velocity of the moving belt ms
-1 

 = Inclination angle of the moving belt ° 

The histogram of the residuals and the QQ-plot of the Multivariable Regression Model 

(Table C7) show the residuals following a normal distribution. Meanwhile, the residual 

plot v/s predicted values shows a constant variance. Thus, the requirements for the 

regression model have been met satisfactorily. 

 

Histogram of the residuals 

 

QQ-Plot 

 

Residual plot v/s predicted 

values 

Table C7: Histogram, QQ-plot and Residual plot of the multivariable regression model for 

efficiency 
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3.2 Results after optimizations 

Given that the most effective configuration for the harvester prototype corresponded with 

high concentration, low belt velocity, high inclination angle and lower pressure, the 

optimization was assessed using this configuration. The optimization was performed to 

further improve the outcomes. Specifically, the production rate and efficiency were 

further increased with the addition of three extra retrieving devices (Figure C3) and by 

reducing the energy consumption by cutting down the running time and washing the belt 

cloth after every run. Cleaning the belt cloth and removing clogged cells from the belt, 

led a time reduction for filtration.  

   

Figure C3: Three additional retrieving devices added to the harvester prototype 

Table C6 summarizes the outcomes achieved through optimization, where the increments 

in production (or throughput) rate and efficiency can be compared with those in Table C3 

(from 0.058 to 0.303 gh
-1

 and from 37.98 to 233.33 gL
-1

, respectively). It should be noted 

that the previous increment for energy was smaller, which was from 116.56 to 143.46 

kWhm
-3

. 
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Run
Volume 

mL

Initial 

Concentration 

g/L

Belt velocity 

m/s

Inclination 

angle °

Pressure 

Psi

Prodution 

rate g/ h

Efficiency 

g/L

Energy 

consumption 

Kwh/m^3

Water 

removed 

Efficiency %

1 400 26.5 0.05 25 0 0.266 221.36 155.42 97.6%

2 650 21.5 0.05 25 0 0.303 233.33 143.46 97.9%

3 385 15 0.05 25 0 0.214 232.09 201.84 98.6%

4 315 30.55 0.05 25 0 0.240 253.49 197.35 96.9%  

Table C8: Results for the harvesting experiment, under optimizations 

4.- Discussion 

The results in Table C8 showed that a higher production or throughput rate (0.303 gh
-1

), 

as well as a lower energy consumption (143.46 kWhm
-3

), for the harvester prototype was 

achieved at higher concentration of the incoming biomass (21.5 gL
-1

), lower velocity 

(0.05 ms
-1

), and higher inclination angle (25).  Meanwhile, a higher energy consumption 

per volume resulted at lower velocity and higher pressure of the vacuum system. Thus, 

the most effective configuration for the harvester prototype corresponded with high 

concentration, low belt velocity, high inclination angle, and lower pressure.  

The optimal configurations would depend on the specific harvesting mechanism. For 

instance, Becker (2008) described an efficient belt filter harvester which worked under 

the gravity filtration principle, but recovering the solid algal cake by suction. This 

mechanism accomplished higher throughput rate at velocity higher than that appropriate 

for the present harvester prototype. 

It was further observed that higher efficiency was achieved for the harvester prototype 

when the belt filter was washed after every run, which made sense considering the 

plasticity of the cells and their capacity to clog the pores of the belt cloth when any 

pressure is present, even that exerted by gravity. Thus, continual washing of the belt filter 
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allowed for better performance of the harvester prototype. Washing of the belt filter also 

helped reduce energy consumption by cutting down the filtration time. Figure C4 shows 

the optimized harvester prototype with its harvested algae biomass. 

   

Figure C4: Optimized harvester prototype with harvested algae biomass. 

The algae species, M. Subterraneus and C. Reinhardtii, that were selected to evaluate the 

harvester prototype were chosen for their very small cell sizes (2 to 5 µm), which 

translated into very slow throughput rate (between 0.012 to 0.303 gh
-1

). To improve the 

throughput rate, the appropriate pore size for the filter cloth must be chosen. For instance, 

for algae species with sizes between 10 to 20 µm, a filter cloth of 20 µm should be 

selected. 

When the energy consumption for the harvester prototype was analyzed, it might seem 

that the values obtained were extremely high (between 77.71 to 201 kWhm
-3

) compared 

with those by Molina et al. (2002) (0.2 to 5.9 kWhm
-3

) and Becker (2008) (0.3 to 0.5 

kWhm
-3

) for filtration-based harvesting. It should be noted, however, that the present 

harvester prototype had a complementary and preceding pre-harvesting process, which 
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increased the algae biomass concentration from close to 1 gL
-1

to around 20 gL
-1 

prior to 

introduction to the harvester prototype. Thus, a comprehensive energy-consumption 

estimation for the whole process had to be developed. Assuming that approximately 22 L 

of fresh biomass at 1 gL
-1 

had to be concentrated to 1.2 L of fresh biomass concentrated 

at around 20 gL
-1 

with an energy consumption of about 1 kWhm
-3

 during the pre-

harvesting process and around 77. 7 kWhm
-3

 during the harvesting process, then the total 

energy consumption corresponded to 4.95 kWhm
-3

 (Table C9), which is comparable to 

what the others had reported. Thus, the harvester prototype also satisfied the requirement 

of low energy consumption. 

Runs Vol unit Vol Total Time Unit Tot Time Current Energy Energy per vol

Lt Lt min Hr A kWh kWh/m3

6 3.75 22.5 20 2.00 1.5 0.024 1.07

1 1.2 1.2 30 0.50 - 0.093 77.71

4.95 23.70 2.50 0.117 4.95

Pre-Harvesting

Harvesting

TOTAL  

Table C9: Energy consumption estimations for the whole process pre-harvesting + harvesting 

process.  

5.-Conclusions 

Following were the conclusions of the study: 

1) For the Multivariable Regression Model for throughput rate, the statistically 

significant factors were fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

 (p <0.001), belt velocity 

ms
-1

 (p = 0.01), and inclination angle ° (p = 0.0248); 

2) For the Multivariable Regression Model for efficiency, the only statistically 

significant factor was fresh biomass concentration gL
-1

 (p = 0.0038); 

3) The most effective configuration for the harvester prototype -- resulting in higher 

throughput rate (0.303 gh
-1

), higher efficiency (233.33 gL
-1

), as well as a lower 
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energy consumption (143.46 kWhm
-3

) – corresponded with higher concentration 

of the incoming biomass (21.5 gL
-1

), lower belt velocity (0.05 ms
-1

), higher 

inclination angle (25°) and lower pressure (0 Psi); and, 

4) The total energy consumption for the harvester prototype, when combined with a 

preceding pre-harvesting process, of 4.95kWhm
-3

 was comparable to those 

reported by others for filtration-based harvesting. 

The new efficient harvesting mechanism proposed showed significant potential in 

successfully reducing algae production cost and make biofuels from microalgae 

economically feasible in the mid to long term in view of the prototype having achieved 

high output biomass concentration, low energy consumption per unit volume, high 

throughput rate, facility of implementation, and low operational costs. 
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